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Abstract

Toxicity detection of text has been a popular
NLP task in the recent years. In SemEval-
2021 Task-5 Toxic Spans Detection, the fo-
cus is on detecting toxic spans within En-
glish passages. Most state-of-the-art span de-
tection approaches employ various techniques,
each of which can be broadly classified into
Token Classification or Span Prediction ap-
proaches. In our paper, we explore simple
versions of both of these approaches and their
performance on the task. Specifically, we use
BERT-based models - BERT, RoBERTa, and
SpanBERT for both approaches. We also com-
bine these approaches and modify them to
bring improvements for Toxic Spans predic-
tion. To this end, we investigate results on four
hybrid approaches - Multi-Span, Span+Token,
LSTM-CRF, and a combination of predicted
offsets using union/intersection. Additionally,
we perform a thorough ablative analysis and
analyze our observed results. Our best submis-
sion - a combination of SpanBERT Span Pre-
dictor and RoBERTa Token Classifier predic-
tions - achieves an F1 score of 0.6753 on the
test set. Our best post-eval F1 score is 0.6895
on intersection of predicted offsets from top-
3 RoBERTa Token Classification checkpoints.
These approaches improve the performance by
3% on average than those of the shared base-
line models - RNNSL and SpaCy NER.

1 Introduction

Offensive language can include various categories
such as threats, vilification, insults, calumniation,
discrimination and swearing (Pavlopoulos et al.,
2019). Detection of such language is necessary for
ease of moderation of content on social media. De-
spite their popularity, toxicity detection tasks have
focused majorly on sequence classification, rather

∗ Equal contribution. Author ordering determined by coin
flip.

than sequence tagging. Finding which spans make
a comment or document toxic in nature is crucial
in explaining the reasons behind their toxicity. Ad-
ditionally, such attributions would allow for more
efficient semi-automated quality-based moderation
of content, especially for verbose documents, in
comparison to quantitative toxicity scores.

In SemEval-2021 Task-5, Pavlopoulos et al.
(2021) provide a dataset of 10k English texts fil-
tered from Civil Comments (Borkan et al., 2019)
dataset. Each text is crowd-annotated with char-
acter offsets that make the text toxic. The task
is to predict these character offsets given the text.
The work presented in this paper aims to provide a
comprehensive analysis of simple Token Classifica-
tion (TC) and Span Prediction (SP) methods across
multiple BERT-based models - BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and SpanBERT
(Joshi et al., 2020). Additionally, we experiment
with a few hybrid approaches - Multi-Span (MSP),
where the model is trained on multiple spans simul-
taneously; Span+Token (SP-TC), where the model
is trained on both kinds of tasks simultaneously;
LSTM-CRF (LC), which uses a LSTM and CRF
layer on top of BERT-based models; and a com-
bination of predicted offsets for above techniques
using union/intersection. In Section 2, we perform
a compendious literature survey. Section 3 eluci-
dates our approach, including the modelling aspect,
the various variants of the base model, and the dif-
ferent Hybrid Systems. In Section 4, we describe
our experimental setup and hyperparameters used
for our methods. Lastly, in Section 5 we analyze
our results and perform ablative analysis on our
systems.

2 Background

Before the advent in research pertaining to toxic
texts, Warner and Hirschberg (2012) modeled hate
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speech as a word sense disambiguation problem
where SVM was used for classification of data.
Mehdad and Tetreault (2016) used RNN Language
Model with character and token based methods
to classify the text. Recently, however, toxic text
detection has garnered a lot of attention (Nobata
et al., 2016; Park and Fung, 2017; Pavlopoulos
et al., 2017; Wulczyn et al., 2017). The increase
in offensive language research can partly be cred-
ited to various workshops such as Abusive Lan-
guage Online1 (Waseem et al., 2017) , as well as
other fora, such as GermEval for German texts,2

or TRAC (Kumar et al., 2018) and Kaggle chal-
lenges3.

Hanu and Unitary team (2020) introduced Detox-
ify, a comment detection library modeled using
HuggingFace’s transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) to
identify inappropriate or harmful text online as a
result of participation in three such challenges. In
a contemporary work, Pavlopoulos et al. (2020)
discuss context requirement for toxicity detection.

In SemEval 2020-Task 11 (Da San Martino et al.,
2020), the first sub-task - Span Identification - aims
at detecting the beginning and the end offset for the
propaganda spans in news articles. This sub-task
is similar to SemEval 2021-Task 5. The proposed
approaches for the sub-task can be broadly classi-
fied into Span Prediction or Token Classification.
Most teams use multi-granular transformer-based
systems for token classification/sequence tagging
(Khosla et al., 2020; Morio et al., 2020; Patil et al.,
2020). Inspired by Souza et al. (2019), Jurkiewicz
et al. (2020) use RoBERTa-CRF based systems. Li
and Xiao (2020) use a variant of SpanBERT span
prediction system.

3 Models

3.1 Token Classification Models

3.1.1 Baseline Models
From the models already provided with the dataset,
we use RNNSL and SpaCy NER Tagging baselines
for token-wise classification.

RNNSL model is a combination of a single Bi-
LSTM layer with a randomly initialized embedding
layer. It uses a three-label classification task for
each word in the sentence. The labels used are:
special token, non-toxic word, and toxic word. For

1https://sites.google.com/site/
abusivelanguageworkshop2017/

2https://projects.fzai.h-da.de/iggsa/
3Jigsaw Toxic Comment Classification Challenge

each word, the corresponding offsets are added to
the predicted spans. A word with containing any
toxic offset is marked as toxic during training.

SpaCy NER Tagging model is an NER classifier
built on SpaCy Language Models. It is used to
predict the entities which are labelled as TOXIC in
the text using the spans provided.

3.1.2 BERT-based Token Classification
Models

These models comprise a BERT-based model and
a classification layer over each final token embed-
ding which predicts whether a token is toxic or not.
Based on these classifications, we add the offsets
for those tokens (not words) which are marked as
toxic by the model. Figure 1a represents a Token
Classification Model.

3.2 Span Prediction Models

3.2.1 BERT-based Span Prediction Models
We use the BERT-based Span Prediction (Figure
1c) models based on Extractive Question Answer-
ing systems similar to work on SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016) and MRQA (Fisch et al., 2019). In
these systems, the output at each token is a start
logit and an end logit denoting whether that token
is a start token or an end token of the span, depend-
ing on the softmax value. Since the Toxic Spans
text can have multiple toxic spans, we take differ-
ent contiguous spans from the given offsets, and
make several ‘samples’ out of the example. Each
span becomes an ‘answer’ for the particular text
sample. We use the word ‘offense’ as a dummy
question. Thus, each contiguous span leads to one
‘sample’ for every example (Table 1).

Text Spans
...an idiot - just an embarrassingly un-
informed, ignorant,...

idiot, ignorant

Question Context Answer
offense ...an idiot - just an embarrass-

ingly uninformed, ignorant,...
idiot

offense ...an idiot - just an embarrass-
ingly uninformed, ignorant,...

ignorant

Table 1: Conversion of Toxic Spans example to sam-
ples for single-span Span Prediction.

We store the start index of the text, similar to
the SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) dataset, and
process the data to provide start and end token
positions during training. The classifier layer on
top of the encoder embeddings performs a binary
classification task for start and end positions. A

https://sites.google.com/site/abusivelanguageworkshop2017/
https://sites.google.com/site/abusivelanguageworkshop2017/
https://projects.fzai.h-da.de/iggsa/
https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
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(b) Span+Token
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(c) Span Prediction
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(d) Multi-Spans
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Figure 1: BERT-based Approaches*

*CLFR = Classifier, [EMB] = Token Embedding, NT = Non-Toxic, T = Toxic, D = Dummy, X = Don’t Care, S = Start, E = End.

span is scored using the sum of predicted start and
end logits. From top-K start and end logits, valid
predicted answer spans4 are chosen during post-
processing. A union of all the corresponding offsets
is taken to give the final prediction for the example.
A threshold is learned on the span scores using the
resulting dev set F1 score on offsets, which is then
used for test set prediction. All spans with score
above threshold are considered to be toxic spans.

3.3 Hybrid Systems

3.3.1 Multi-Spans
In Section 3.2, we allow each context to have mul-
tiple single-span answers during training. This is
counter-intuitive, as the model is only trained to
handle a single-span at a time, and expected to pre-
dict multiple single-spans during prediction. Two
toxic spans in text are equally important to predict,
and thus, should not be shown at different times
during training. To mitigate this issue, we try an
approach which we refer to as the ‘Multi-Spans’
(MSP) approach. Here, we take all the ground start
and end token positions during training, and use
Binary Cross Entropy on each of the start/end log-
its. This essentially treats the task as a multi-label
classification problem. Hence, during training, all
the ground spans are used in the same iteration with
the example, and only one ‘sample’ per example
is generated. Figure 1d depicts a representation of
the system. Note that two tokens - dumb and pa-
thetic are marked as the start token. Similarly, both
ignorant and troll are marked as the end token.

4Valid spans are those which have end index greater than
start index, and length less than a maximum span length.

3.3.2 LSTM-CRF
A recently popular approach in Named-Entity
Recognition tasks has been to use Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRF) with BERT-based models. In-
spired by the CRF-based approaches (Souza et al.,
2019; Jurkiewicz et al., 2020), we use BERT-based
models with a single BiLSTM layer and a CRF
layer. During training, the CRF loss is used and
during prediction, Viterbi Decoding is performed.
Though CRF is generally used for word-level clas-
sification, we do not mask inner and end tokens
for a word as it degrades dev set performance for
our systems. Hence, all the tokens of a word are
considered for classification.

3.3.3 Spans+Token
For this system, we use a combination of the two
tasks - Token Classification and single-span Span
Prediction. We use two classification layers on the
token-wise embeddings - one for start and end pre-
diction, and the other for token classification. Train-
ing is done simultaneously on both tasks, and the
cross-entropy loss for each classifier is weighted.
The overall loss is given as:

L(ŝ, ê, p̂, s, e, p) = −
∑
t

p̂t log pt

−
(
∑

t ŝt log st +
∑

t êt log et)

2

where st,et, and pt are labels for start, end and
token classifiers for token t, while ŝt,êt and p̂t are
predictions. This is done to equally scale both SP
and TC task losses. During prediction, we consider
top-K start and end scores. From the valid spans,
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the score is calculated as the average of start and
end logit scores, as well as the mean of toxicity
logits over the span under consideration. The score
is given as:

S(is, ie) =
ŝis + êie

2
+

∑ie
k=is

t̂k

e− s+ 1

where is and ie are start and end indices, ŝis and
êie are start and end logits at those indices, and t̂k
is toxicity logit at index k. A threshold, similar
to Section 3.2 is tuned on the dev set. The pre-
dicted offsets taken from the predicted spans are
considered to be toxic.

3.3.4 Combination of Offset Predictions
Chen et al. (2017) proposed using the predictions
from top few checkpoints and averaging the results
to achieve better classification scores. Based on a
similar line of thought, we also combine the pre-
dicted spans for various checkpoints of a model,
as well as across different models using union or
intersection.

4 Experimental Setup5,6

4.1 Hardware Requirements

The training and the evaluation of systems was
performed on Google Colab’s free GPU (NVIDIA
K80/P100). The training time varies with the mod-
els. For each model, it is around 4-6 hours, which
is well-within the 12 hour limit of Colab.

4.2 Models & Hyperparameters

For RNNSL, a Keras-based BiLSTM model is
provided. We use a max length of 192, batch
size of 32 and a dropout of 0.1. The training is
done using Adam Optimizer with early stopping
(patience period = 3), which in our case halts at
5 epochs. The embedding/hidden state size used
is 200. A threshold is used to classify a word as
toxic on the predicted toxic word probability. This
threshold is tuned on the trial dataset. For SpaCy,
the en core web sm model is used with 30 itera-
tions.

For all BERT-based models, we use Hugging-
Face’s transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) in PyTorch.
For CRF, we use the pytorch-crf (Kurniawan, 2018)
library. We use a batch size of 4, train for 3 epochs,

5Our code can be found at: https://github.com/
gchhablani/toxic-spans-detection.

6We also use Integrated Gradients to understand what the
models focus on. For discussion, see Appendix B.

use a linear learning rate decay, and an AdamW
optimizer with a weight decay of 0.01. The ini-
tial learning rate is 2e−5. During tokenization, the
maximum length allowed is 384, with the excep-
tion of RoBERTa Span+Token where it is 512. We
use LARGE models for all - BERT, RoBERTa and
SpanBERT, unless otherwise specified.

For Token Classification, we add a label for the
[CLS] token if the percentage of toxic offsets in
text is greater than 30% in order to provide a proxy
text classification objective for the system. For
span-based models, the K used for top-K start and
top-K end logit selection is 20, and the maximum
allowed answer length is 30 tokens. For LSTM-
CRF systems, a dummy label is used for the [CLS]
token, while the prediction mask for other special
tokens is set to 0. A dropout of 0.2 is used. For
Span Prediction systems, the overlapping stride is
set to 128.

The training dataset used is tsd train.csv and
the dev set used is tsd trial.csv file, unless other-
wise specified. For all systems, we evaluate the F1

scores using the provided script on the checkpoints
which give the lowest dev set loss.

5 Results and Analysis

In favor of brevity, for this section, we use
the following abbreviations: BT=BERT,
RBTa=RoBERTa, SBT=SpanBERT, SP=Span
Prediction, TC=Token Classification,
MSP=Multi-Span, LC=LSTM-CRF, B=Base,
TBT=ToxicBERT, TRBTa=ToxicRoBERTa,
TT=Trained on Train+Trial, (x,∩)=Intersection of
offsets from x-best checkpoints, (x,∪)=Union of
offsets from x-best checkpoints.

In Table 2, we mention scores for our approaches.
The scores are evaluated are performed after the
evaluation phase, using the hyperparameters men-
tioned in Section 4.2. We observe that the high-
est score is obtained by SBT-TC (0.6856). The
baseline scores (RNNSL/SpaCy) are good (≈0.65)
considering that these models are not pre-trained.
Notably, SP systems perform worse than their TC
counterparts. A good reason could be the self-
attention used in BERT-based models. Since the
interaction is between tokens, and not spans, it is
expected that each token is well represented and
less consideration will be given to the span repre-
sentation around a single token. The reason why
SBT-TC performs best out of all the LARGE mod-
els could be the random-spans Masked Language

https://github.com/gchhablani/toxic-spans-detection
https://github.com/gchhablani/toxic-spans-detection
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Model Train F1 Trial F1 Test F1

RNNSL 0.5904 0.5904 0.6514
SpaCy 0.6282 0.5729 0.6573
BT-TC 0.6944 0.6942 0.6781

RBTa-TC 0.6791 0.6769 0.6834
SBT-TC 0.6873 0.6789 0.6856
BT-SP 0.6639 0.6465 0.6663

RBTa-SP 0.6401 0.6386 0.6665
SBT-SP 0.6432 0.6212 0.6561
BT-MSP 0.5218 0.4941 0.5406

RBTa-MSP 0.5056 0.4886 0.5244
SBT-MSP 0.5190 0.5004 0.5084
BT-SP-TC 0.6676 0.6214 0.6186

RBTa-SP-TC 0.6395 0.6101 0.5901
SBT-SP-TC 0.6608 0.6491 0.5959

BT-LC 0.6887 0.6843 0.6835
RBTa-LC 0.7236 0.6861 0.6787
SBT-LC 0.7200 0.6982 0.6801

Table 2: F1 scores for our approaches (Post-Eval).

Modeling used in its pre-training. However, BERT
and RoBERTa take over for other approaches.
LSTM-CRF approaches perform as good as To-
ken Classification approaches, and BT-LC achieves
the second highest score (0.6835). MSP performs
poorly, in contrast to what is expected. Multi-Span
Extraction is still an active problem in Deep NLP
with only a few recent works (Segal et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2020) on it, which still incorporate
sequence tagging approaches. Spans+Token ap-
proaches perform better than Multi-Span, but are
worse than both TC and SP approaches across all
BERT-based models.

Lastly, from combined checkpoint predictions

Combination Test F1

RBTa-TC(3,∪) 0.6765
RBTa-TC(3,∩) 0.6895
SBT-SP(3,∪) 0.5879
SBT-SP(3,∩) 0.6585

RBTa-TC(3,∪)∪SBT-SP 0.6573
RBTa-TC(3,∪)∩SBT-SP 0.6765
RBTa-TC∪ SBT-SP(3,∪) 0.5840
RBTa-TC∩SBT-SP(3,∪) 0.6883

Table 3: F1 scores for combined predictions.

(Table 3), we get out best scoring system - RBTa-
TC(3,∩) - which achieves a score of 0.6895. How-
ever, our best official submission7 was a variant of
the third best combination - RBTa-TC(3,∪)∩SBT-
SP (0.6765). It is also observed that intersection ap-

7The most significant of our official submission scores are
present in Appendix A.

proaches perform better than corresponding union
and single checkpoints approaches, while union
approaches perform worse than single checkpoints.
This means that the individual checkpoints are pre-
dicting some extra offsets to be toxic.

5.1 Ablative Analysis

Model Train F1 Trial F1 Test F1

TBT-TC 0.6753 0.6628 0.6792
TRBTa-TC 0.7244 0.6954 0.6773

TBT-SP 0.6638 0.6560 0.6584
TRBTa-SP 0.6475 0.6358 0.6746
BT-B-TC 0.6966 0.6746 0.6881

RBTa-B-TC 0.6641 0.6482 0.6834
BT-B-SP 0.6605 0.6434 0.6611

RBTa-B-SP 0.6481 0.6464 0.6661
RNNSL-TT 0.6844 0.6882 0.6259

RBTa-TC-TT 0.7707 0.7788 0.6823
SBT-SP-TT 0.7116 0.7092 0.6669

Table 4: F1 scores for ablative approaches.8

In Table 4, we present results on TBT8 and
TRBTa9 for TC and SP approaches. These are
BASE models fine-tuned on the Civil Comments
Dataset. Since the Toxic Spans dataset has similar
text data, we expect these models to perform better
than BASE models. We observe that TBT-TC and
TRBTa-SP perform slightly better than BT-TC and
RBTa-SP, despite being BASE models. Also, BT-
SP and RBTa-TC are only slightly better than their
‘Toxic counterparts.
Yet, in comparison, BASE models - BT-B and
RBTa-B, without any multi-stage pre-training per-
form better than their ‘Toxic’ counterparts, and are
comparable, if not better than their LARGE coun-
terparts. This means that there not enough data
for LARGE models, and hence, they tend to overfit.
However, the reasons behind worse performance
of ‘Toxic’ systems is unclear.
We also evaluate scores for a few systems on the
test set after 3 epochs of training on both train and
trial data (-TT). We observe that the performance
on both train and trial datasets increases signifi-
cantly (≈7-10%), showing that these datasets have
similar distribution. However, the performance on
test decreases for RBTa-TC-TT and RNNSL-TT in
comparison to the Table 2, which shows that test set
distribution might be slightly different for TC task.
For SBT-SP-TT, we see a slight increase, showing

8https://huggingface.co/unitary/
toxic-bert

9https://huggingface.co/unitary/
unbiased-toxic-roberta

https://huggingface.co/unitary/toxic-bert
https://huggingface.co/unitary/toxic-bert
https://huggingface.co/unitary/unbiased-toxic-roberta
https://huggingface.co/unitary/unbiased-toxic-roberta
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scope of improvement for SP systems with more
data.
Lastly, we evaluate the token-based predictions and
span-based predictions for SBT SP-TC separately.
Surprisingly, token predictions achieve a F1 score
of 0.6522 on the test set, which is much better than
using both token and spans (0.5959). However,
for span-based predictions, we only achieve an F1

score of 0.1510. This means that the system is fo-
cusing heavily on token-based-predictions. Hence,
we need to re-evaluate our architectural decisions
in order to successfully incorporate both token and
spans together.

6 Conclusion

Based on our results and analysis, we conclude that
Token Classification systems have an edge over
Span Prediction methods on this task. BASE mod-
els perform better than LARGE models in either of
the approaches, which could imply need for more
data to train LARGE models. Our Multi-Span ap-
proach performs poorly, but Span+Token approach
shows some promise and we need to re-evaluate
our architectural choices. The reason why Toxi-
cBERT/ToxicRoBERTa perform worse than BASE
models is also an avenue for further analysis. Fi-
nally, our individual BERT-based models tend to
predict extra offsets for the task. While checkpoint
ensembling using intersection is a good way to ad-
dress this issue, we will explore other remedies in
a future work.
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A Official Submissions

During the evaluation period, we performed a
‘cleaning’ of the data by removing starting/trailing
whitespace and punctuation characters in spans.
Additionally, we include those partial words in
spans which had more than half the number of char-
acters in the span, and discard remaining partial
words from spans. We considered this version of
the tsd train.csv and tsd trial.csv to be ‘clean train’
and ‘clean trial’, respectively. During the post-eval
period, we found out potential issues with the clean-
ing, and thus, we use original files. Additionally,
since the distribution of tsd test.csv is expected
to be similar to tsd train.csv and tsd trial.csv,
the scores are much better for models trained on
tsd train.csv file instead of clean train.csv. How-
ever, some of our official submissions were from
systems trained on the ‘clean train’ data. Keeping
that in mind, we report our official scores for our
top-few approaches in Table 5.

Model Trained On Test F1

RNNSL Train+Trial 0.6446
SpaCy Train+Trial 0.6470
RNNSL ∪ Spacy Train+Trail 0.6510
RBTa-TC Clean Train 0.6270
RBTa-TC(3,∪) Clean Train 0.6469
SBT-SP Train 0.6631
RBTa-TC(3,∪) ∩
SBT-SP

Clean Train, Train 0.6753

Table 5: Official Submission Scores

B Integrated Gradients

We use Integrated Gradients(Sundararajan et al.,
2017) from the Captum(Kokhlikyan et al., 2020)
library for qualitative analysis of predictions for
the SpanBERT-SP, and the RoBERTa-TC models.
We calculate Integrated Gradients of the targets
with respect to the embedding layer outputs. The

Riemann Right numerical approximation method
is used, with n steps=50. Following Ramnath et al.
(2020), we calculate token-wise importance dis-
tributions and word-wise distributions for a few
examples. We refer the paper to the reader for
more details.

For the Token Classification model, the targets
are softmax outputs of toxicity logits of those to-
kens which the model predicts to be toxic, with a
score greater than 0.5. For all such toxicity logits
as targets, we calculate attributions with respect to
the embedding layer outputs for all the tokens, and
average them to get token-wise importance scores.
For the Span Prediction model, we find start and
end indices for all the predicted spans, and cal-
culate respective attributions, add them, and then
average them to get token-wise importance scores.

Text: offense See a shrink you pathetic troll .

Ground Spans: [ 'pathetic troll' ]
Predicted Spans: [ 'pathetic troll' ]

Create PDF in your applications with the Pdfcrowd HTML to PDF API PDFCROWD

(a) SpanBERT Span Prediction

Text: See a shrink you pathetic troll.

Ground Spans: [ 'pathetic troll' ]
Predicted Spans: [ 'pathetic','troll' ]

Create PDF in your applications with the Pdfcrowd HTML to PDF API PDFCROWD

(b) RoBERTa Token Classification

Figure 2: Qualitative Example of Attributions - Exam-
ple 1

Text: offense Stupid is as stupid does Gump was right

Ground Spans: [ 'Stupid','stupid' ]
Predicted Spans: [ 'Stupid is as stupid' ]

(a) SpanBERT Span Prediction

Text: Stupid is as stupid does Gump was right

Ground Spans: [ 'Stupid','stupid' ]
Predicted Spans: [ 'Stupid','stupid' ]

Create PDF in your applications with the Pdfcrowd HTML to PDF API PDFCROWD

(b) RoBERTa Token Classification

Figure 3: Qualitative Example of Attributions - Exam-
ple 2

We observe in Figure 2a that the Span Prediction
model performs correct prediction. However, on
average, the word ‘shrink’ gets higher importance
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Text : Why does this author think she can demand, or is owed anything from either of these two
people? One guy is a goon, the other is illiterate. They aren’t law makers, teachers, or in any kind
moral authority position. They are entertainers who get punched for her pleasure, and will likely live
out their days mentally debilitated from the repeated blows to the head.
Do we get to comb deeply through this authors personal history and determine all the groups she
owes apologies or explanations to? Why not? As an opinion maker in a national news paper and
instructor of young people, she has far, far more influence on Canadians than two ignorant punchies.
The arrogance of these pseudo-intellectual academics is astounding. Since they are so enlightened
and pure, YOU owe THEM an explanation and an apology as to why you’re so dumb and ignorant.
Ground Spans: [dumb]

BT-B-SP []
BT-B-TC [dumb, ignorant]
BT-LC [dumb, ignorant]
BT-MSP [dumb]
BT-SP []
BT-TC [dumb, ignorant]
BT-SP-TC [dumb and ignorant]
RBTa-TC(3,∩) [dumb, ignorant]
RBTa-TC∩SBT-SP(3,∪) [dumb, ignorant]
SBT-SP(3,∩) []
RBTa-TC(3,∪)∩SBT-SP []
RBTa-TC(3,∪) [go, dumb, ignorant]
RBTa-TC∪ SBT-SP(3,∪) [dumb and ignorant]
SBT-SP(3,∪) [dumb and ignorant]
RBTa-TC(3,∪)∪SBT-SP [go, dumb, ignorant]
RNNSL [ignorant, dumb, ignorant]
RNNSL-TT [goon, ignorant, dumb, ignorant]
RBTa-B-SP []
RBTa-B-TC [dumb]
RBTa-LC [on, ignorant, dumb, ignorant]
RBTa-MSP []
RBTa-SP []
RBTa-TC [dumb, ignorant]
RBTa-SP-TC [ignorant, dumb and ignorant]
RBTa-TC-TT [dumb, ignorant]
SpaCy [ignorant]
SBT-LC [ignorant, dumb, ignorant]
SBT-MSP [dumb and ignorant]
SBT-SP []
SBT-SP-TT [dumb and ignorant]
SBT-TC [ignorant, dumb, ignorant]
SBT-SP-TC [ignorant, dumb and ignorant]
TBT-SP []
TBT-TC [ignorant]
TRBTa-SP []
TRBTa-TC [dumb, ignorant]

Table 6: The prediction output of the models for an example in the test set.
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than ‘pathetic troll’. This is in contrast with Fig-
ure 2b where the Token Detection model misses
out on space (because it only considers tokens)
and focuses more on the words ‘pathetic’, ‘troll’.
However, the word ‘shrink’ seems to be important
in both cases. This means that while Token Clas-
sification models perform better, there are cases
which are missed by these approaches. Addition-
ally, some words outside of the span may contribute
to toxicity of a particular span. We will be analyz-
ing such words in a future work.

C Model Predictions

The predictions of the various systems for one ex-
ample that is present in the test set, are listed in
Table 6. The examples provide the following intu-
ition about the data and the systems:

• The spaces in between the words are, pre-
dictably, ignored by the the token based mod-
els. Moreover, the conjunctives like ‘and’ are
ignored as well. This means that additional
post-processing of the data will lead to im-
provements in performance of token classifi-
cation systems.

• Sometimes, random words like ‘go’ and ‘on’
are selected to be toxic, which means that
these types of prepositions and verbs can be
removed by exact matching in the string, un-
less they form parts of larger spans.

• The best checkpoints of the span-based mod-
els tend to predict empty spans for the selected
example. However, when using checkpoint
ensembling, we see that union models return
accurate spans.

• The ground spans are not entirely correct and
are ambiguous. For example, it is not clear
whether the word ‘ignorant’ should be consid-
ered to be toxic. The models, based on other
examples, predict ‘ignorant‘ to be toxic, but
it is not present in the ground spans. This
means that finding the toxic spans is not a triv-
ial task for humans, and annotation can not be
performed easily by crowd-workers.

• In some cases, one of the occurrences of
the word ‘ignorant’ is considered to be toxic,
while the other is predicted to be benign. The
first instance of ‘ignorant’ does not seem to be
as toxic as the second instance and therefore,

more analysis needs to be done to determine
the ‘degree’ of toxicity of the spans. This can
be a good direction for future research.


